CORDSAVINGS is obviously a one of a kind cord blood bank!
In Switzerland, other biobanks boast about storing tens of thousands of cord blood units. Quite often, the real
head office of these soulless warehouses is abroad and the ratio of actual treatment prescription is
dramatically low: on average, 0.01 to 0.05 percent of stored units only.
At CORDSAVINGS our storage ratio on medical prescription with a serious diagnosis is above 2 percent, which
means efficiency up to 200 times higher than those cell factories!
And there is a simple reason for this: when things are really serious, really delicate, the medical personnel and
vanguard clinical teams call on us. It is as simple as that.
The CORDSAVINGS biobank has been in business since 2012 and is unanimously recognized all over Europe for
the quality and safety of their services, entirely dedicated to the perinatal world.
Renowned cord blood banks and public healthcare institutions within the European Union now regularly call on
CORDSAVINGS to process and preserve the cord tissue and blood of children who happen to be in the most
delicate situations.
CORDSAVINGS is highly appreciated within the local Swiss population for their humaneness and their constant
attention to families.
In keeping with their values of solidarity, CORDSAVINGS also helps to collect public cord blood in association
with the Swiss organisation "Cordons pour Demain".
So, in 2017, thanks to our partners, including the front line Swiss foundation "The Ark", CORDSAVINGS is going
to expand, and on this occasion, would like to enable all Swiss citizens to benefit from this.
Everyone reading this page, regardless of your age or situation, whether or not you are expecting a baby, this
concerns you.
For a contribution of CHF 150 to the Swiss organisation for altruistic cord blood
collection "Cordons pour demain" you will receive a voucher (redeemable against one of
two options), valid until 31/12/2020, which you are free to use yourself or give to a
family member or friend who is a future mother (sister, niece, daughter, granddaughter,
friend, etc.).
At the time of delivery, this voucher will give the mother the right to a choice of one of the
following:
a) Doubling the preservation period of our standard 25 years of cord blood + tissue:
which means 50 years of service continuity for which half will be free of cost!
b) A CHF 1,000 deduction on standard cord blood + tissue service: 25, 30 or 50 years
In this way, you can enable a young female member of your family to enjoy an invaluable gift while
contributing to real and very effective sharing of the benefits with the entire Swiss community.
And naturally, if you are already pregnant or plan to become pregnant soon, you can, of course, take advantage
of this exceptional measure.
To benefit from this unique provision(*) please contact us and indicate the characters, "CH2020" in the
"Country" field of the CORDSAVINGS contact form accessible from the following website: www.cordsavings.ch
(*) Currently, this offer is limited to the first 150 requests we receive

You can also find out more by calling +41 24 471 40 00 and asking for Hélène or Jeanne, or by sending your
request by e-mail to this address: option2020@cordsavings.ch

